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International Master Programmes

**Economics:**
- Economics
- Quantitative Economics
- Quantitative Finance
- Environmental and Resource Economics
- Mathematical Finance

**Engineering:**
- Materials Science and Engineering
- Material Science and Business Administration (2019/20)

**Marine and Geosciences:**
- Biological Oceanography
- Climate Physics: Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
- Marine Geosciences

**Environmental Studies:**
- Environmental Management (Double Degree with the University of Irkutsk, R.F.)
- Environmental Management (Double Degree with Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland)
- Applied Ecology (ERASMUS Mundus project)
- Ecohydrology (ERASMUS Mundus project)
- Sustainability, Society and the Environment
- Environmental and Resource Economics

**Language and Cultural Studies:**
- English and American Literatures, Cultures, and Media
- Interkulturelle Studien: »Polen und Deutsche in Europa« (taught in German, Double Degree with Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland)
- Russland und Deutschland transregional (2019/20)

**Agriculture / Nutrition Sciences:**
- AgriGenomics
- Dairy Science

**Life Science / Medicine:**
- Molecular Biology and Evolution
- Medical Life Science
- Applied Scientific Dental Education and Research (iMasder)
- Hospital Management

**Law:**
- LL.M. Programme (taught in German)

International Doctoral Programmes – Graduate Schools

**Quantitative Economics**
**Integrated School of Ocean Sciences (ISOS)** (integral part of the Excellence cluster “Future Ocean”)
**Human Development in Landscapes** (International Graduate School funded in the framework of the Federal »Excellence Initiative«)
**International Max Planck Research School (IMPRS) for Evolutionary Biology** (International Graduate School dedicated to highest level research and training in all areas of contemporary Evolutionary Biology)
**Proteolysis as a Regulatory Event in Pathophysiology** (Integrated Research Training Group)

Language Courses - Department for German as a Foreign Language

**Preparatory German courses for the German proficiency test »DSH«** (different levels, 20 hours per week)
**German courses for ERASMUS students** (different levels, 6 hours per week, 2–3 evenings)

Summer Courses in Kiel

**International Summer Course »Deutschland heute« – language, society, government, culture** (mid of July - mid of August)
**German for university studies** – prep course for studying in Kiel (September – scholarships for ERASMUS students)